EU seeks IoBM collaboration

Staff Report

KARACHI: Public Financial Management (PFM), a development programme, being run by the European Union (EU), development adviser Rafael Sanchez Carmona and PFM expert Arnold Hoitink on Thursday called on Institute of Business Management (IoBM) president and senior faculty members to discuss the areas of mutual collaboration.

On the occasion, the EU team was informed that IoBM is already collaborating with the Sindh government through two economic surveys. The surveys are based on attempts to develop a framework for estimating time series data on key macroeconomic variables.

It was agreed that areas pertaining to economic research would be explored in collaboration with the IoBM, EU and private sector through IoBM’s management excellence centre.

IoBM and EU also share willingness in contributing to the improvement of public administration to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of resources for better public services.
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PFM representatives visit IoBM

By Staff Reporter

KARACHI: Mr. Rafael Sanchez Carmona, Development Advisor Public Financial Management (PFM) and Mr. Arnold Hoitink, an expert in PFM at the European Union, visited the Institute of Business Management in Korangi Creek Karachi. During this visit they met with Mr. Shahjehan S. Karim IoBM President and Senior Faculty and Management of the Institute. EU team shared at IoBM its initiative in PFM, especially pertaining to Sindh and discussed areas of mutual collaboration in this regard.

The EU team was informed that IoBM was already collaborating with the Sindh Government through two Economic Surveys on Sindh. The two Surveys that IoBM's Management Excellence Centre has published on the economy of Sindh are based on attempts on developing a framework for estimating time series data on key macroeconomic variables. The EU team was presented with copies of these Surveys along with copies of Pakistan Business Review, the quarterly business journal published at IoBM. Such areas of cooperation were explored as those pertaining to economic research and of IoBM being a platform of EU collaboration with the private sector through its Management Excellence Centre. IoBM and EU shared their willingness in contributing to the improvement of public administration to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency in the utilization of resources for better public services and to devise a workable strategy in this regard.
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